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Göta studentkår’s foundational
values
Our foundational values are our shared most basic values. This values are uniting
all members. Individuals or organizations that does not share these values
cannot belong or co-operate with Göta studentkår.

The foundational values of Göta studentkår is a vital document that guides us in our
operations. It is composed by five leading stars that are describing our common and
foundational values and describes how we wish to be viewed.

Equality
Göta studentkår rests on a solid belief in democracy and views all individuals as beings of
equal values. We treat everyone as fellow humans no matter your gender, gender identity,
disability, sexual identity, age, language, and socio-economic background. No matter your
position or status within the organization, members withhold the right to be seen and
heard. Göta studentkår respects differences and sees opportunities with diversity.

Respect
As a democratic organization where everyone is seen as equal, we treat everyone with
respect. We assume to be met with the same treatment. We respect and follow Swedish
law and the University of Gothenburg’s rules (despite that we in some cases wish to
change these).

Openness
We create venues for dialogue and are open and inclusive for all students. We encourage
new ideas and collaboration and welcome new engaged members as a resource. The
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organizations decisions and ongoing operations shall be transparent for members and
engaged individuals.

Trust
Within Göta studentkår we trust one another, and have faith in that everyone within the
organization always does their best with consideration to their situation and capabilities.
Göta studentkår is an organization with legitimacy, we hold our promises and always
support our members.

Solidarity
Göta studentkår is pervaded by a sense of solidarity with those members and students we
represent. We take care of one another and always make sure that each other’s well-being
are a first priority. Within the organization we are united in the conviction of that all
students have the right to affect their education and a safe and adequate time of study.
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